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PROGRAM

28 October 2021 CIRCOLO DEGLI ESTERI – 3.30 pm
“INTERNATIONAL CAREERS: UNITED NATIONS – EUROPEAN UNION – MAECI”
FOCUS ON GEOPOlITICAL CRISES IN LEBANON/SYRIA and LIBYA
3.30 pm Welcome: Amb. Luigi Vignali – President Circolo degli Esteri
Opening Remarks: Prof. Massimo Maria Caneva President AESI - Prof. Antonio Macchia - Vice President AESI
Chaired by: Amb. Franco Mirstetta Scientific Committee AESI Former Ambassador in Lebanon
Dr. Antonio Parenti – Head of the European Commission Delegation in Italy
Amb. Francesco Trupiano Scientific Committee AESI Former Ambassador in Libya

15 November 2021 SPAZIO EUROPA ROME - 3.30 pm
IN COLLABORATION WITH UNIVERSITY CA’ FOSCARI VENICE
“INTERNATIONAL CAREERS: DEFENSE - NATO - OSCE”
FOCUS ON GEOPOlITICAL CRISES IN AFGHANISTAN AND BALKANS
Welcome: Dr. Fabrizio Spada – Responsible of the Institutional Relations - European Parliament in Italy
Greetings: Prof. Tiziana Lippiello – Rector of Cà Foscari University Venice
Chaired by: Prof. Massimo Maria Caneva President AESI
Amb. Francesco Talò Scientific Committee AESI - Italian Ambassador to NATO (from HQ Bruxelles)
Amb. Gianfranco Varvesi Scientific Committee AESI Fomer Italian Ambassador to the OSCE
Prof. Fabrizio Marrella - Pro Rector for International Relations - Cà Foscari University Venice
Major Gen. Franco Federici – Commander KFOR NATO
Prof. Antonio Marcomini - Pro Rector for Relations with the Territory - Cà Foscari University Venice

7 December 2021 SPAZIO EUROPA ROME - 3.30 pm
IN COLLABORATION WITH UNIVERSITY ORINTALE OF NAPLES
“ENSURE SECURITY IN BUILDING PEACE”
FOCUS ON A NEW STRATEGY OF PEACEKEEPING
Greetings: Prof. Roberto Tottoli – Rector of University "Orientale" of Naples
Chaired by Prof. Massimo Maria Caneva President AESI
Amb.Gabriele Checchia Scientific Committee AESI Former Ambassador to NATO and in Lebanon
Gen. Vincenzo Camporini Scientific Committee AESI - Fomer Chief of Staff Italian Defence
Prof. Giuseppe Cataldi Scientific Committee AESI Director of Human and Social Sciences Department,
University "Orientale" of Naples

COORDINATION: Dr. Cinzia Vanzo Secretary General AESI
Dr. Silvia Siciliano - Director AESI – Francesca La Mura Staff Direction AESI